
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Model 

TK2-2PS 

315 E. Banks St. Glennville, Ga 30427 

Tel: (912) 339-0173 

Vacuum pump, motor and       

silencer. The muffler or silencer 

is designed to reduce the noise of 

your vacuum pump so the animal 

won’t be scared. You will find it on 

the top of your vacuum pump.  The 

vacuum pump is located on one 

side of the motor. The motor works 

with 110 V and doesn’t need oil. 

Silencer 

Vacuum Pump 

Motor 

Blind stopper for liner. 

(1 Piece Included) 

This Plug will help if one of  

the teats gets infected. The 

plug can be inserted in one of 

the liners. The suction will  

remain in the rest of them. 

1 set of brushes to clean liners and hoses 

Twin Bucket  8 Gallon stainless steel 

buckets with  handle.  

     

  

     

      

You have received a complete milking  

system, now let’s proceed to put everything 

in place to start milking. Please continue 

with the instructions on how to assemble 

your milking machine.  

Package Contents 
 

When you open your  

box, this is what you will 

find... 



 

 

 

 

 

 

The lids come with 2 entrances.  

1 for the air hose and 1 for the 

milk hose.    

  

The milk stopper is a device 

with a ball trapped in a metal 

structure that goes underneath 

the air entrance at the bottom of 

the lid. It’s function is stopping 

the vacuum air when the bucket 

is full to avoid spills. 

 

 

 

 

  

The milking clusters are 

composed by (1) 240cc milking 

claw, (4) air tubes, (4 )silicone 

liners, (4) stainless steel shells, 8FT 

milk hose, 8Ft pulsator hose.  

(Each side)    

 

 

 

 

 

 

The vacuum regulator is a device 

that is located behind the air tank 

that will control the vacuum 

pressure on the tank. 
 

What’s in the package: 

Thank you for your purchase! 

In your box you will find everything that 

you need to start milking your cow.  

We want to walk you through the parts 

that come with your machine so you can 

understand the function of each one.  

Screw in handle and metal arms. The      

handle will help you to maneuver  the machine 

around your barn. The metal arms hold the 

milk and pulsator hoses, comes with a hook 

on each one to hang the milking clusters 

when they are not in use. 

Pulsators are devices that stimulate rhythmic 

motion of a body. Melasty pulsators are      

programmed to milk the animals with the      

perfect motion to extract the milk. The ratio in 

the pulstator is 60/40 and are already adjusted 

The Gauge will help you to measure 

the vacuum pressure on your vacuum 

pump. The correct pressure on your 

gauge for milking a cow is .50 while 

milking a goat is .40. 

Air Hose 

Metal Arms 

Handle 


